
MARKETING MIX OF SAMSUNG GALAXY

The Marketing mix of Samsung galaxy discusses the 4P's of Samsung galaxy series, which was responsible for the
brand building of Samsung.

A minor distinction in pricing can make a big difference in sales. A lot of people have become loyal to the
Galaxy S brand. Samsung has exclusive partnerships with these brands that allow them to reach out to a large
customer base in a cost-effective manner. Samsung uses various pricing strategies to target different customer
segments basis the different products that they offer. So, Samsung also had to change in order to gain the
upper hand on the market and the new Samsung marketing strategy was the key to evolution. So, being
cautions is vital. And uses different types of offers and schemes with trade partners to push their products
through an offline channel. As Apple, Samsung also uses skimming price to gain the upper hand over their
competitors. There are 53 Samsung international sales bases and the multinational electronics company uses
the following sales channels: Sales and service dealers. Today, they have ,00 employees worldwide. Besides
advertising, Samsung also uses different promotional tactics to make customers buy the product. At the first
point, I want to give you information about sponsorship of Samsung for Olympic Games. Samsung has
regional, territory and country distributors. Joining this program, students can have a creative and active
environment needed for their skills and career in the future. The S4 was made available in late April on
networks worldwide and in countries. Samsung uses competitive pricing for different products and product
categories where it tries to compete with the competitors on the basis of the price of the product. Competitive
Pricing â€” One of my favorite parts of Samsung marketing strategy. Price in Marketing Mix of Samsung :
Pricing Strategy of Samsung : Having a wide variety of the products to offer to its customers, pricing plays an
important role in the marketing mix of Samsung. The company has successfully transformed its image to a
cutting-edge global technology leader. Let's take a look back at how the Galaxy S has changed over time to
create that loyalty The original Samsung Galaxy S was released in the summer of and it has sold over 24
million units worldwide. Samsung smartphones are best in class and strongly compete with the likes of Apple
iPhone in terms of market share, USP, and features. As Coca-Cola and Nike , Samsung is convinced that
advertising is one of the best forms of promotion to engage potential consumers. Moreover, the report contains
analyses of Samsung leadership, organizational structure and organizational culture. Apart from these retail
distributors, Samsung also has their own sole distributors where they only sell Samsung products. Besides,
Samsung has an interesting and vast product portfolio. Product line pricing. For instance, Mumbai is a great
example of a city, where Samsung distributes its product through a single company. With 1GB of RAM and
an 8-megapixel camera the S2 blew the competition away and it was widely praised as the best Android phone
, with some reviewers going further and calling it the best smartphone on the market. But when other
competitors launch a smartphone with identical features, Samsung lowers the price and easily prevents the
reduction of its market share due to the launch of the competitor. But, what will happen when other
competitors will launch a smartphone with identical features? Promotion in the 4Ps of Samsung â€” Samsung
marketing strategy uses diverse forms of promotion. Promotion in Marketing Mix of Samsung Advertising
and promotion play a major role in creating awareness about new product launches of Samsung. Getting
started Good morning everyone, we are Galaxy team all members and we come from marketing department of
Samsung. Samsung offers a wide range of products in different product categories. SAE gives Asian students
at universities including Vietnamese ones vocational opportunity, experience from their internship at an IT
company especial their ability of management. After that, they were famous for their products such as: Tv,
refrigerator, microwave ovens In December , with the appearance of Galaxy S2, Samsung became the world's
largest mobile maker. Samsung has expanded its six-month-old IT Elite authorised reseller program to include
a new training regime. Place in marketing mix of Samsung Place plays a very important role in the 4ps of the
marketing mix of Samsung Just like other smartphone brands, marketing strategy of Samsung also follows
channel marketing as the distribution medium for its products. Samsung is mostly famous for its product
quality and user experience but Samsung is also known for being a giant in sponsoring events.


